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Bad hair day is every woman’s most awful nightmare. That moment when you wake up in the
morning and you absolutely hate your hair – the worst thing about it is that those frazzled, dry,
unmanageable hair refuse to get tamed.
Washing our hair on everyday basis makes it unhealthy as it gets subjected to chemicals every
time. Yet everyday exposure to dust, pollution and sun makes hair oily, sticky and smelly at the
end of the day. All of these issues form a major chunk of why bad hair days happen, and every
one of us have had to face this disaster some or the other day in our lives no matter how
striking your locks are. Learn to treat your daily morning hitch with some of the below tips to
prevent future bad hair days, as good hair days can make you feel at the top of the world!
Having a good hair day is a sheer delight, isn't it? So then, read on to know some cool tips!

Shampoo and Conditioners are your new best friends:
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A bad hair day problem can best be solved in the beginning by simply washing your hair with a
good shampoo and conditioner. Give yourself a head start by investing in some high-quality
shampoo and conditioner.

Oily Hair:

Got up late in the morning? If you find that you have oily hair but still feel lazy to wash it off,
don’t worry – we’ve got you covered. You can try some trendy hairstyles which happen to be
an excellent option this season. Crimping those oily locks can give you that chic look to make
you feel stylish. And if you have to go in professional attire, you can simply carry a classic or
criss-cross braid to match your look.

Stock up some bobby pins:

Accessories can always be handy in times of bad hair days. Stash some bobby pins, rubber
bands, tic-tac pins or hair clips in your handbag; you never know when you would need them to
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tame your unruly hair. To manage those strands, you can just tie your hair in a simple updo,
classic bun or into a sleek ponytail, to tie back those hairs coming on your face.

Disorderly waves:

Natural curls or waves tend to get tangled when you get up in the morning. You find your hair
way too frizzy, dry and knotted to leave them loose and open. Good serums are the best option
to manage this type of hair, whether they are thick or fine, curly or wavy. Serums are specially
formulated for all hair types, and are wonderful solutions for these hair problems.

Dry Shampoo:

If you are really short of time in the morning but still cannot go with that bad hair, spend in good
quality dry shampoo or baby powder. It helps to get rid of oil from your hair and adds some
volume. These shampoos are easily available and are very handy, so you can carry them
wherever you go. They provide an instant boost to your hair which makes it a piece of cake for
you to show it off!

Fashionable Scarves:
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Attractive scarves or bandanas are the most simple and chic hair accessories which add up to
your style quotient. You can easily style your hair with these, hiding those unruly locks. Get a
few ‘under 5 minutes’ hairstyles under your belt with these accessories and stay stylish even
on bad hair days.

Be Trendy:

Having a bad hair day on some important events like date, corporate function or some party?
No need to fuss over it – all you need to do is get your hair done up in a braiding hairstyle. You
can select from hundreds of braiding styles like French braid, twisted braid, bohemian braided
bun, crown braid, etc., and be stylish and confident at any gathering.

Bad hair – nobody has time for it anymore! These awesome tips will rescue you from
your bad hair day and help you stay smart and fashionable round the year. So are you
set to give your bad hair a day off?
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